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Case one: Tanglewood Stores and Staffing Strategy Staffing Levels I. Acquire or Develop Talent Over seeing the
information presented in the case Tanglewood should develop their talent in house, due to Tanglewoods strong culture
and values that strive for employee participation.

As discussed in the organizational cultures, Tanglewood emphasizes team concept. Penchiala, with our
suggestions. How to cite this page Choose cite format:. Regions are encouraged to share experience in
management, and the regional managers will learn form each other. Providing room for advancement can
serve as motivation and encourage long-term thinking. As an external consultant for Staffing Services I have
reviewed your Organizational Structure as it pertains to staffing your new stores and your stores that are
already in business. Recommendations to achieve this goal are as follows. Though we have given the
explanation based on the information from Mr Penchiala and Ancheley, both must be careful and prudent
while implementing changes to the policy and processes. One of the challenges with diversity, particularly
those dealing with language barriers, deals with having management trained with these specific diversities.
Straight talks, profit sharing, and weekly meeting jointly create a free working environment for the employees
Mueller,  However, in this situation, I think screening applicants by itself outweighs outsourcing. Delivery is
critical to the supply chain. However, Tanglewood can benefit by having a stockpile of talent by ensuring
smooth succession in case of turnover, retirement or promotion. This mode of thinking is beneficial to the
company and helps it to maintain the family-oriented environment. In order to achieve the long-term goal,
Tanglewood creates many relevant human resource policies and practices. With the large staffing in
Tanglewood human resource has to put a plan to distinguish the good from the bad employees. General
KSAOs competencies such as communication skills, the ability to learn, and the ability to adapt quickly are
important characteristics for a potential employee to work well within the organization and be successful in
whatever role they play within the company. The only exception should be for the store associates to make
sure their characteristics match the companys mission. For the short-term, the company should continue to
peruse a national staffing strategy for these stores. When employers retain higher levels of stag the experience
lower cost0per-hire, higher morale, increased productivity and improved succession planning. Developing a
talent pool is an ultimate goal of human resource management. This will help preserve the unique culture at
Tanglewood. While the potential cost savings of a flexible workforce may be attractive, this advantage is
outweighed by the cost of additional training and reduced employee investment in the success of the company.
Tanglewoods strategic distinction is an outdoors theme, with a large camping and outdoor living section in
every store. Related Papers. Recruiters influenced by the organizational culture are the best people to select
the right people for the right jobs. Promoting training programs or incentive programs would help compensate
when exceptional workforce quality is not available. Placing the 20 stores to the nearest distribution centers
not only saves time, but also has access to large quantities of labor. In some regions, national market is large,
so the company should place national needs the first. Believing that the best employees can create best
performance, the company develops and retains excellent employees and regularly inspects its HR policies and
practices. It can reduce costs and protect the company from legal issues by having the human resource HR
department monitor the staffing process. Internal staff who can effectively evangelize company culture should
be responsible for screening candidates. Tanglewood needs to train or hire multi-lingual employees to prepare
for Hispanic diversity. Expanding and well staffed will be the result of the human resource doing a good job.
The human resource functions for Tanglewood among the regions has less experience because they are not
connecting with each other very well. You are on page 1of 8 Search inside document Racquel Campbell
Introduction Case 1: Staffing Tanglewood is a chain of general retail stores featuring items such as clothing,
appliances, electronics, and home decor. This can still be done passively.


